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Abstract
Numericalmodels of flow in unsaturated porousmedia employ a range of functions to account
for capillary effects. In general, these retention functions are assigned at the beginning of
the simulation and calculate capillary pressure based on saturation. However, many porous
systems involve changes in porosity wherein the retention function should change during
the simulation. Model runs which neglect these changes may produce unphysical results
such as retention of liquid water in air-filled void spaces. We present a conceptually and
numerically simple function that recalculates the retention function at each timestep based
on the updated porosity. The new retention function updates the maximum capillary pressure,
residual saturation, and maximum saturation prior to applying the saturation fit. We compare
results from a fixed (saturation-only) function and the new porosity-dependent retention
function through a set of two numerical Gedankenexperiments in salt. The new retention
function corrects unphysical model behaviors and causes dramatic changes in simulation
behavior relative to the fixed (saturation-only) function, especially when applied to systems
dominated by capillary effects. These changes result in large differences in simulated porosity,
saturation, and volumetric water content. Water content results obtained using the porosity-
dependent retention function are inverted compared to those obtained from saturation-only
functions, with high-porosity nodes changing from very wet when using the saturation-
only retention function to very dry when using the porosity-dependent retention function.
These test cases suggest that dynamic retention functions in changing-porosity systems are
important considerations to ensure sensible simulation results.
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Lists of symbols

A Mass per unit volume
m Subscript to denote water phase
η Subscript to note air phase
f Flux of subsequent phase
e Subscript to note energy
q Source/sink term
t Time
S Saturation
ρ Density
v Subscript to denote vapor
l Subscript to denote liquid
φ Porosity
u Volumetric flux term (Darcy flux)
k Permeability
P Pressure
g Gravity vector
γ Specific internal energy for subscripted phase
Cpr Specific heat capacity of rock
T Temperature
h Specific enthalpy
κ Thermal conductivity
Rl Liquid relative permeability
Sl Liquid saturation
Slmax Maximum saturation above which capillary pressure goes to 0
Sr Residual saturation
κ t Temperature-dependent thermal conductivity
ic Subscript denoting chemistry timestep
�c Change in moles of solid salt per weight of the solid
ms Molar mass of solid
Dva Vapor diffusion
φi Initial porosity
τ Tortuosity
Sv Air saturation with respect to water vapor
fmwv Mass flux of water vapor
Pc Calculated capillary pressure
WMwv Molecular weight of water vapor
Pcmax Maximum capillary pressure
Pcmaxi User-specified initial maximum capillary pressure
Sri User-specified initial residual saturation
Q Empirical exponent for Buckles (1965) residual saturation function
V l Liquid specific volume
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1 Introduction

Porosity changes are common in unsaturated porous media. Examples include industrial
applications such as personal hygiene tissues (e.g., Sun et al. 2015), absorbent polymers
(e.g., Brandt et al. 1987), cooling systems (e.g., Jo et al. 2018), and many others. Geological
systems with changing porosity are abundant and include mineral dissolution or precipitation
in karst, geothermal, or hydrothermal systems (e.g., Evans and Lizarralde 2003; Waltham
et al. 2005; Ball et al. 2015), thermal or mechanical stress, (e.g., Tsang 1999), bioturbation
(e.g., Pérès et al. 1998; Gingras et al. 2012), diagenetic processes (e.g., Gluyas and Coleman
1992), simple compaction of deposits (Boudreau and Bennett 1999), and radiogenic waste
in salt (e.g., Jordan et al. 2015a, b, c; Bourret et al. 2017). Research conducted in these areas
often includes numerical modeling in the unsaturated zone.

Many numerical models of unsaturated flow employ some form of user-defined retention
function which is specified at the beginning of the simulation. Capillary pressure is then
determined from the local saturation and is used to calculate fluid flow. Most commonly
used models follow this broad approach, such as Hydrus (Šimůnek et al. 2012), TOUGH2
(Doughty 2013; http://esd1.lbl.gov/research/projects/tough/; c.f. Calore andBattistelli 2003),
OpenGeoSys (Kolditz et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2015), PFLOTRAN (Lichtner et al. 2015), and
others. Several different formulations are commonly employed in these models including
linear functions, the Brooks and Corey (1964) functions, and the van Genuchten (1980)
functions.Most of these functions are designed toworkwith a single soil/rock type throughout
a simulation, referred to herein as a fixed or saturation-only retention function. However,
using a single, saturation-only form can become problematic if porosity changes from the
initial condition. As porosity changes, the original retention function may no longer be
representative of the new local porous medium. Consider an endmember thought experiment
example that clearly demonstrates incorrect model behavior: Imagine that a region of the
model domain completely dissolves, attaining porosity�1; if the retention function is not
changed from its original specification, this region will maintain a nonzero capillary pressure
to try to satisfy the saturation-pressure balance. In this situation, water will tend to be retained
in what is effectively open air. Gravity should cause this retained water to drain from the
porosity�1 region, but the original retention function, appropriate for the initial porosity,
prevents drainage.

In this paper, we describe a retention function developed to dynamically alter the capil-
lary pressure as a function of saturation based on the updated porosity at each timestep. The
function is designed to be conceptually and numerically simple to facilitate application to
complex problems where model convergence may be difficult independent of the retention
function. Equations are implemented in the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) devel-
oped porous flow simulator FEHM (Finite Element Heat andMass Transfer Code; Zyvoloski
et al. 2012) and applied to two simple thought experiments in order to demonstrate the effects
of modifying the retention function as a result of changing porosity.

2 Background

Porous flow simulators typically allow the user to choose from a variety of standard retention
functions (e.g., linear, van Genuchten, Brooks–Corey) that vary capillary pressure (Pc) as
a function of liquid saturation (Sl). The specifics of function implementation in different
models vary, but the overall structure is generally similar. At some low saturation, variously
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referred to as residual saturation, irreducible saturation, or critical saturation, Pc rises rapidly
to some maximum value (Pcmax). We here refer to this low saturation end member as the
residual saturation (Sr). The other endpoint of interest is a maximum liquid saturation, Slmax,
above which capillary pressure goes to zero. A linear or fit is then applied between these two
points to generate a retention function or characteristic curve.

Several studies have considered capillary effects with changing porosity. Leverett (1941)
developed a dimensionless parameter which, when plotted against saturation, produced a
single curve for a material type. This dimensionless parameter included capillary pressure
and effectively a capillary radius term as the square root of k/φ, where k is permeability in m2

and φ is porosity. In this function, capillary pressure and permeability thus alter in response
to porosity changes. A form of this theory has been implemented in the modeling software
TOUGH2 (Fakcharoenphol et al. 2013),

Pc � Pco

(√
k/φ

)
0√

k/φ
, (1)

but without dynamic adjustment of the end members and with a single function of saturation
applied to the resulting capillary pressure calculation. Numerous experiments have shown
that capillary pressure of the wetting phase is stronger when porosity is reduced (e.g., Gal-
lipoli et al. 2003; Nuth and Laloui 2008; Oh and Lu 2014). Salager et al. (2010) conducted
experiments on soil and developed a three-dimensional surface of saturation, porosity, and
capillary pressure that showed increasing strength of capillary effects for equal saturation as
porosity decreased. Conversely, capillary effects decrease as pore diameters increase. Open
air, with a porosity φ �1, has no capillary pressure because there is no solid grain on which
fluid–solid surface interactions can apply. Sweijen et al. (2016) used combined discrete ele-
ment and pore unit modeling on absorbent gel particles to generate van Genuchten curves for
porosities ranging from 0.1 to 0.5. For porosities above this range, the precise nature of the
decrease in pressures as porosity increases is unclear, but general trends can be identified.
Theory using capillary tube or spherical grain models (c.f. Lucas 1918;Washburn 1921; Finn
1999; Masoodi and Pillai 2012; Sweijen et al. 2016) allows for a general intuition of the cap-
illary changes with porosity. Functions for specific materials depend on the pore geometry
and the nature of the fluid–solid contact (e.g., contact angle) which controls the spreading
of the wetting phase across the surface of the solid medium. For bundled cylindrical tubes
with a fixed radius, Masoodi and Pillai (2012) derived a general relationship based on the
Young–Laplace equation as

Pc � 2
εl cos θ

rc
(2)

where ε is the surface tension of the fluid (N/m), θ is the contact angle between the fluid and
solid, and rc is the tube radius (m). If porosity increases are caused by expanding pores rather
than the formation of new pores, rc will also increase, driving capillary pressure toward zero.
Likewise, for spherical particles, Masoodi and Pillai (2012) derived the capillary pressure as

Pc � 3
1 − φ

φ

εlcosθ

rsp
(3)

where rsp is the equivalent spherical radius. In this system, too, capillary pressure drops as
porosity increases and also as the radius of spherical particles increases due to the increased
diameter of intergranular void spaces. This provides guidance on how capillary pressure
should change within the model even for porosities greater than 0.5, the upper limit examined
by Sweijen et al. (2016).
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The new retention function we describe in this paper makes an assumption of a consistent
composition and structure of the porous medium surrounding a pore, so that parameters
such as contact angle and pore shape are unchanging. Capillary differences therefore arise
only from increasing or decreasing pore diameter. In the salt scenarios considered for this
work, pore diameter is assumed to change as pores expand or contract when salt dissolves or
precipitates at the perimeter of the pore. Note that this approach would require modification
in systems where porosity changes include changes in the mineral phase at the pore throat
margin (e.g., formation of caliche horizons in silicate soils) or where porosity is increased
by formation of new pores instead of widening existing pores.

We base our porosity-dependent retention function on a simple linear retention func-
tion previously implemented within FEHM, but a similar approach could be applied to the
Brooks–Corey and van Genuchten functions as well. The general form of the linear retention
function is

Pc � Pcmax, Sl ≤ Sr

Pc � Pcmax
Slmax − Sl
Slmax − Sr

, Sr < Sl < Slmax

Pc � 0, Sl ≥ Slmax (4)

where Pc is the calculated capillary pressure, Pcmax is the specified maximum capillary
pressure value, Sr is the residual saturation, Sl is current liquid saturation, and Slmax is the
saturation at or above which capillary pressure is zero. This function is chosen for its con-
ceptual simplicity and also for a reduction in numerical complexity, allowing application of
the new porosity-dependent function to complex multiphase heat/stress/mass flow/chemical
domains where model convergence may already be challenging.

3 Porous Flow Simulator

The present work is motivated by ongoing modeling efforts in support of radioactive waste
disposal in salt. In the interest of completeness, this section describes the numerical porous
flow simulator, including the salt equations which have not been previously presented in their
current form in the published literature. We apply the new retention function within FEHM
through code changes to appropriate subroutines (Zyvoloski et al. 2012; FEHM2017). FEHM
has been used to simulate a wide variety of multiphase coupled heat/stress/mass flow and
transport problems (e.g., Stauffer et al. 1997, 2005; Yamaguchi et al. 1991; Spinelli and
Fisher 2004; Fisher and von Herzen 2005; Tenma et al. 2008; Winslow et al. 2016; Birdsell
et al. 2000; Arnold et al. 2003; Kelkar et al. 2013). FEHM, formulated primarily as a finite
volume simulator, applies equations for conservation of mass and energy between connected
volumes as:

conservation of water mass,
∂Am

∂t
+ ∇ · fm + qm � 0, (5)

conservation of air mass,
∂Aη

∂t
+ ∇ · f η + qη � 0, (6)

and conservation of energy,
∂Ae

∂t
+ ∇ · f e + qe � 0 (7)
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where A(m, η) are the mass per unit volume of water and air, respectively; Ae is similarly the
energy per unit volume; f (m, η) are water and air mass fluxes with units of mass per area
time while f (e) is energy flux, with units of energy per area time. Finally, q is the source/sink
term and t is time. Water mass per unit volume Am is given by

Am � φ(Svρv(1 − ηv) + Slρl(1 − ηl)) (8)

where S is the saturation and ρ the density of the vapor phase and liquid phase (subscripts
v and l, respectively); φ is porosity; and η is the mass fraction of air contained in the vapor
phase. Air mass per unit volume is similarly,

Aη � φ(Svρvηv + Slρlηl) (9)

Mass fluxes for water and air are:

fm � (1 − ηv)ρvuv + (1 − ηl)ρlul (10)

and

fη � φ(ηvρvuv + Slρlul) (11)

where u is the volumetric flux, variously known as Darcy flux, specific discharge, fictitious
velocity, etc. (Stauffer 2006). Darcy’s Law applies to the movement of the vapor and liquid,

uv � −krv
μv

(∇Pv − ρvg) (12)

and

ul � −krl
μl

(∇Pl − ρlg) (13)

where kr is the relative permeability of the respective phases, P is pressure, and g is the
gravitational vector.

Energy per unit volume Ae is

Ae � (1 − φ)ρrγr + φ(Svρvγv + Slρlγl) (14)

with γ r �CprT , and the energy flux f e given by

fe � ρvhvuv + ρlhlul − κ∇T (15)

The subscript r refers to the solidmatrix;γ is the specific internal energy for each respective
phase;Cpr is specific heat;hv andhl are specific enthalpies;κ is effective thermal conductivity;
and T is temperature. Gravitational potential energy is embedded in the liquid phase specific
enthalpy definition (Stauffer et al. 2014b) in FEHM as,

hl � CpT + PlVl + gz (16)

where Cp is the heat capacity, T temperature, P pressure, V l is specific volume, and z is
height above a reference in the direction away from the center of mass of the gravity field.
With the inclusion of potential energy, the enthalpy term is sometimes referred to as methalpy
(Stauffer et al. 2014b).

Fluid density and viscosity are expressed as polynomial functions of pressure and temper-
ature and are fit to National Bureau of Standards data (Haar et al. 1984). For mixed air/water
phases within an element, the relative permeability Rl function is a linear fit given by
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Rl � Sl − Sr
Slmax − Sr

(17)

where Sl is liquid saturation and Sr is residual saturation. Other formulations of the relative
permeability function are available in FEHM, but only the linear approach is implemented
for the porosity-dependent retention function at the present time.

The final set of constitutive relationships concern the governing equations for dissolution,
precipitation, and material properties for the porous medium. For the work described herein,
the porous medium is considered as salt (pure halite) using model functions applied to
previous work at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP; e.g., Stauffer et al. 2013, 2014a;
Harp et al. 2014; Bourret et al. 2016, 2017; Johnson et al. 2017). The FEHM salt functions
account for the solubility with temperature of salt in brine, such that change in temperature
and moisture content produce precipitation or dissolution of the porous medium that are
linked to porosity and permeability changes. In addition, the salt subroutines account for
temporal changes in the salt medium rock properties. These salt functions have previously
been developed and tested (Stauffer et al. 2013; Harp et al. 2014; Jordan et al. 2015a, b, c;
Bourret et al. 2017) and have induced major changes in porosity in the simulated domains
when three phase (brine, vapor, salt) heat pipes develop.

Munson et al. (1990) identified a temperature dependence of thermal conductivity of intact
salt, κ(T ), as

κT -WIPP (T ) � κT−300

(
300

T

)1.14

(18)

where T is temperature in kelvin and κT -300 is the thermal conductivity of intact salt at 300 K
(5.4 W m−1 K−1). Thermal conductivity is also dependent on porosity n and was described
by Gable et al. (2009), based on work inverse modeling of heat experiments conducted by
Bechtold et al. (2004), at the Asse salt mine in Germany as

κT-ASSE(φ) � −270φ4 + 370φ3 − 136φ2 + 1.5φ + 5 (19)

A modification of this function is required for higher porosities because the fourth-order
polynomial deviates from physical sensibility when φ >0.4, first increasing from 0.4<φ <0.6
and then decreasing rapidly to become negative at n φ >0.75. Consequently, a truncation is
applied to this function in the present implementation of FEHMinwhich thermal conductivity
for φ >0.4 is held constant at the polynomial local minimum value. Temperature and porosity
effects on thermal conductivity are combined by scaling κT-ASSE to match κT-300 at φ �0,

κT-300(φ) �
(

κT-300

κT-ASSE(φ � 0)

)
× κT-ASSE(φ) (20)

In this case, κT-300/κT-ASSE is 5.4/5.0 or 1.08.
Solubility of salt in water is a function of temperature derived from Sparrow (2003). In

the modeled range of temperatures, solubility ranges from about 6.1 to 6.8 mol/kg. The code
calculates precipitation and dissolution of a tracer to which salt properties are assigned. We
assume that the solid matrix is salt, and that any calculated precipitation or dissolution results
in a porosity change. The tracer function includes separate terms for the solid matrix and
the tracer within the liquid phase; this formulation is applied to allow flexibility in applying
a single tracer macro-form to multiple problems. Thus, after calculating a volume change
due to precipitation or dissolution, the total mol/kg of the solid phase is forced to remain
constant at the value of solid salt. For the salt function, the tracer is chemically the same as the
matrix, so the change in tracer concentration between liquid and solid phases describes the
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dissolution/precipitation of the salt. Precipitation of salt fills pore space, while dissolution
increases pore space; porosity is therefore related directly to porosity in each chemistry
iteration ic as

�φic � −�cρsμs
1

ρNaCl
(1 − φic) (21)

where �c is the change of moles of solid salt per weight of the solid (kg), ρs is density
of the solid (kg/m3), μs is the molar mass of the solid (kg/mol), and ρNaCl is the density
of salt, with ρs �ρNaCl. Permeability is related to porosity linearly as described by Cinar
et al. (2006). For numerical stability in the current function, porosity is constrained to lie
between a maximum of 0.9999 and a minimum of 10−5. We note that Eq. 21 here places a
negative before Eq. 6 of Stauffer et al. (2013), correcting this equation to produce a decrease
in porosity as the concentration of the solid phase increases.

Water vapor diffusion accounts for thermal and pressure effects described by

Dva � τDo
va(Po/P)

(
T + To
To

)
1.81 (22)

where τ is tortuosity, Do
va �2.23 × 10−5, To �273.15 K, T is temperature (°C), P is

pressure (MPa), and Po �0.1MPa (Pruess 1991). The effective free air water vapor diffusion
coefficient is then modified based on the Millington and Quirk (1961) relationship. This
relationship is commonly applied as a simple gradient term based on Fick’s first law,

J � Deff∇C (23)

where J is the solute flux (mol/m2 s) and C is concentration (mol/L). The effective diffusivity
Deff is dependent on porosity and non-liquid fraction of the pore space, or air content θa �
San, where Sa is air saturation, 1−Sl (Jury and Gardner 1991):

Deff � Dfreeθ
10/3
a

φ2 (24)

Combining the effective and free diffusivity terms into a tortuosity term, τ , yields

τ � (Saφ)10/3

φ2 (25)

However, many porous media simulators, including FEHM, use a modification of this
diffusivity for porous media (Ho and Webb 1998),

D∗ � Deff

Saφ
(26)

In practice, this changes the exponent in the tortuosity term from 10/3, as expressed in
Eq. 25, to

τ � (Saφ)7/3/φ2 (27)

The measured diffusion value using the simpleDeff formulation must be increased by 1/θa
for use inmost transientmodeling, a point that is oftenmissed and can cause an underestimate
of diffusivity inmodeling work when porousmedia properties are not included (Stauffer et al.
2009). Mass transport for diffusion of water vapor through air is driven by a concentration
gradient in the bulk vapor phase (air+water vapor) as

fmwv � −DvaφSvWMwv∇Cwv (28)
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where fmwv is the diffusive mass flux of water vapor,WMwv is the molecular weight of water
vapor (kg/mol), and Cwv is the moles of water vapor per cubic meter. Similarly, the non-
condensible fraction of the bulk vapor phase (air) is allowed to diffuse along its concentration
gradient with a diffusive mass flux as:

fma � −DvaφSvWMwa∇Ca (29)

where fmwa is the diffusive mass flux of air, WMa is the molecular weight of air (kg/mol),
and Cwa is the moles of air per cubic meter. We note that a common practice in porous flow
simulators, assuming binary diffusion where fma � fmwv, can lead to non-physical model
behavior and we recommend that both terms be independently calculated. This is because,
in the presence of a temperature gradient, the condensable flux may not remain in the vapor
phase but can condense into the liquid phase.

4 Retention as a Function of Porosity and Saturation: Linear
Formulation

The overall objective of our new retention function is to produce a varying capillary pressure
curve as a function of saturation for modeling of porous media with changing porosity.
We therefore aim to produce stronger capillary pressure effects as porosity decreases and
weaker effects as porosity increases. This is done by adjusting the residual saturation (Sr)
and maximum capillary pressure at low saturations (Pcmax) values and then recalculating
the retention function at each timestep (Fig. 1). The user inputs the initial parameters for
conditions at the start of the simulation. Subsequent timesteps read the updated node porosity
from model global variables and calculate an updated retention function at each node.

4.1 Residual Saturation

In open air (φ �1), residual saturation is 0 and there is no capillary pressure because there is
no solid grain on which wetting can occur. As porosity decreases, Sr increases. Sweijen et al.
(2016) showed a weak dependency of Sr on porosity for 0.1<φ <0.5, but could not examine
higher or lower porosity values due to their approach using packed spherical particles. Their
fitted relationship was given as:

Sr � −1.7φ2 + φ (30)

This relationship produces negative values at porosities above about 0.588, a consequence
of the spherical model constraints used in that work. The Sweijen et al. (2016) relationship
also causes a reduction in residual saturation for porosities less than about 0.294, implying
that more complete drainage of porous media becomes easier as porosity reduces which is
generally not the case if pore characteristics other than diameter remain consistent. Con-
versely, Buckles (1965) and subsequent work by Holmes et al. (2009) proposed a different
relationship,

φQSr � constant (31)

where Q is specific to the material but generally falls close to 1. Solving for Sr yields a curve
that greatly increases the residual saturation as porosity approaches 0, until Sr eventually
surpasses 1. Some formof truncation to this functionwouldbenecessary to prevent unphysical
residual saturation. Furthermore, this function induces steep pressure gradients as porosity
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Fig. 1 Example of updating the retention function. The user specifies values for initial condition (residual
saturation Sri of 0.1, maximum capillary pressure Pcmaxi of 0.3 MPa). Residual saturation and maximum
capillary pressure are then recalculated based on a linear extrapolation from (0, 0) through the initially specified
point. High-porosity nodes then have generally very low capillary pressures, while low-porosity nodes have
very high capillary pressures

approaches 0, and at very low porosity the function becomes nearly vertical so that small
changes in saturation cause large differences in capillary pressure. This can present challenges
to model solver routines because minor changes made to the incoming solution in each new
iteration can cause instability. Depending on the specifics of the solver routines and model
design, this can result in greatly increased numbers of iterations per timestep, reduction in
size of timesteps, and overall a substantial increase in runtime. In some extreme cases the
instability can cause the simulation to fail to reach convergence.

In order to force a changing residual saturation while avoiding the low-porosity solver
convergence issues of the Buckles (1965) formula, we apply a linear function of residual
saturation with respect to porosity,

Sr(φ) � Sri
1 − φ

1 − φi
. (32)

This yields the appropriate residual saturation for the user-specified porosity and Sr of 0
at φ �1, and produces an increase in residual saturation with decreasing porosity. The linear
interpolation tends to approximately match the Buckles (1965) and Sweijen et al. (2016)
functions for mid-range porosities (Fig. 2). The linear function avoids taking unphysical
negative values at higher porosity, as in the Sweijen et al. (2016) function. The linear func-
tion tends to underestimate low-porosity residual saturation values compared to the Buckles
(1965) formulation but nevertheless produces stronger capillary effects for equal saturation
in the decreasing porosity case.
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Fig. 2 Residual saturation (Sr) as a function of porosity (n). Equation fit (Eq. 4) based on Sweijen et al. (2016) is
shownwith solid line; dashed line is function (Eq. 5) fromBuckles (1965); dotted line is chosen linear function.
The linear function closely matches Buckles for porosity >0.3 and forces increased Sr at low porosities while
avoiding the steep gradient and resultant convergence issues

4.2 Retention Function

Maximum capillary pressure will increase as pore throat diameter decreases. Similarly to
residual saturation, we apply a linear fit to this value which extrapolates from Pcmax of 0 at φ
�1 through the user supplied value Pcmaxi at φi to a variable calculated φ �0. In this case,
the upper constraints of both Pcmax and the maximum residual saturation are not supplied by
the user but instead determined within the model. Pcmax is calculated as

Pcmax � Pcmaxi

(
1 − φ

1 − φi

)
(33)

In combination, the adjusted Sr and Pcmax functions lead to higher capillary pressures at
higher saturations when porosity decreases, and the inverse as porosity increases.

The other end point of the retention function is the saturation above which capillary
forces are zero, Slmax. Slmax is highly dependent on the specifics of the porous medium, and
a generalized formulation is difficult. For simplicity, this value is currently held at 1, but the
variable is included in subsequent equations to allow for flexibility in implementation. With
these endpoints established, the function is assigned as in Eq. 3 above, but with dynamic
variation of the endpoints:
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Table 1 Salt properties input as
initial conditions for example
problems

Property Value Units

Solid density 2165.0 kg/m3

Specific heat capacity 931.0 J/kg K

Permeability 1×10−12 m2

Thermal conductivity 1.1 W/m K

Porosity 0.3 –

Pc � Pcmaxi

(
1 − φ

1 − φi

)
, Sl ≤ Sri

1 − φ

1 − φi

Pc � Pcmax
Slmax − Sl

Slmax − Sri
1−φ
1−φi

, Sri
1 − φ

1 − φi
< Sl < Slmax

Pc � 0.0, Sl ≥ Slmax (34)

By keeping Pcmax, Sr, and Slmax as separate calculations within the code, the retention
function can be easily altered at a later time to allow changes in how these variables are
calculated.

5 Thought Experiment Examples

To demonstrate the effects of changing the retention function with porosity, we consider two
numerical thought experiments in which vigorous liquid, vapor, and solute transport lead
to changes in porosity. We further design these domains to feature an extensive unsaturated
zone and strong capillary effects. Both domains are designed to induce large porosity changes
due to high temperature gradients, the relatively high differences in solubility of salt with
temperature, and abundant, continuous phase changes of brine. In the first example, we use
a simple 1 m wide, 0.3 m tall 2-D radial cylinder which is heated at one end and cooled at
the other similarly to the salt cylinder experiments of Olivella et al. (2011), but scaled up
an order of magnitude. Gravity is disabled for this first example. For the second example, a
10m×10m square domain is used with cold top and right-hand boundaries and a heat source
applied near the lower left corner. This temperature field induces convective flow of brine and
vapor, gravity drainage and capillary flow, and leads to a more complex interaction between
phases. Both example problems use material properties generally informed by crushed salt
(Table 1). Together, these numerical thought experiments show that large differences in results
occur when porosity effects are considered compared to when only an initial, single retention
function is specified.

5.1 Heat Pipe

The first domain is a 1 m long by 0.3 m tall 2-D cylinder with uniform 0.1 m grid spacing
(Fig. 3). Temperature is initially specified at a uniform 20 °C. Note that salt capillary pressure
can be quite high; Cinar et al. (2006) measured capillary pressures of >0.5 MPa in well-
sorted, granular salt, so a 1 MPa maximum value is assigned for a potentially poorly sorted
salt domain. A constant temperature of 110 °C is applied to the x �0 m (left) boundary and
5 °C at the x �1 m (right) boundary. The top and bottom of the cylinder are perfect insulators
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Fig. 3 Salt cylinder domain and conceptual model. Top and bottom are no-flow, insulated boundaries. Fluid
may not pass through the left or right boundaries

and all edges are no-flow boundaries with respect to fluid flow. No sources or sinks for water
are applied, with only an initial saturation of 0.5 for all nodes providing moisture. The model
is run for 365 days of model time. Specifying the domain in this manner induces brine and
vapor migration that causes porosity changes through dissolution and precipitation. This
process has been the subject of recent attention (c.f. Doughty and Pruess 1990; Birkholzer
2004; Cinar et al. 2006; Olivella et al. 2011; Caporuscio et al. 2013; Kuhlman and Malama
2013; Jordan et al. 2015a, b, c; Stauffer et al. 2014a, b; Rutqvist et al. 2016; Bourret et al.
2017) due to the consideration of salt as a host rock for radiogenic waste. A comprehensive
discussion of brine migration in salt is beyond the scope of this paper, but a brief description
of the physical mechanisms as relevant to the current work follows.

Evaporation occurs at and near the heat source, oversaturating the remaining brine with
respect to salt and inducing mineral precipitation. This precipitated salt reduces porosity
and permeability near the heat source, leading to higher capillary pressure. Water vapor
transports away from the heat source toward the cold end of the cylinder. As it does, it cools
and condenses which increases the available volume of unsaturated water in cooler nodes,
inducing dissolution and an increase in porosity and permeability leading to lower capillary
pressure. Condensation is driven by changing water vapor pressure, the curve of which is
steepest at high temperatures and is depressed by the presence of salt to about 75% of its
desalinated value (Fig. 4; Bourret et al. 2017). The boiling point of saline brine is raised to
about 108.5 °C as a result. Water vapor pressure decreases most rapidly at high temperatures.
Air moisture content (g/m3) at 20 °C is about 1/30 of that at the boiling point. This means
that 29/30 of available water vapor have condensed over the distance from the location of
boiling to the location of the 20 °C contour. Hence, most of the porosity impacts are greatest
in warm areas of the model domain. Drying of nodes near the heat source induces capillary
wicking of brine to replace the water that has evaporated and drives a continuous cycle.
Salt saturated water may also move into colder areas of the model where solubility is lower,
causing precipitation of salt. This effect competes with condensation-induced dissolution of
salt. The precise porosity change at any given node is therefore driven both by the change
in total water volume and the temperature-dependent solubility of salt, both of which focus
porosity increases in warm but sub-boiling areas of the model.

We compare results for porosity, saturation, volumetric water content as the product of
porosity× saturation, and temperature (Fig. 5) through the horizontal centerline of the cylin-
der. Porosity results follow a similar pattern between the two retention functions, with a
decrease near the heat source and an increase in the middle of the cylinder where abun-
dant water condenses. However, results using the new retention function show a much more
subdued increase in porosity, with a maximum value of about 0.47 compared to total dis-
solution when using the fixed, saturation-only retention function. Saturation results also
contrast between the functions. With the fixed retention function, capillary pressure balance
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Fig. 4 Schematic of vapor pressure curve (black) and air moisture holding capacity (gray) for pure water (solid
line) and brine (dashed line). Evaporation/condensation and precipitation/dissolution reactions are strongest
in the steepest parts of the curve (rectangle)

is achieved by equilibrating saturation throughout the domain. When using the new retention
function, where capillary pressure drops as porosity increases, pressure equilibrates at dif-
ferent saturations for different porosities. Specifically, high-porosity nodes must have lower
saturation and low-porosity nodes must have higher saturation in order to balance capillary
pressure.

As a consequence of the combination different porosity and different saturation, the two
functions produce results that show highly contrasting volumetric water content. In both
cases, the extremely low porosity at the heater causes low water content, but otherwise the
two functions produce different outputs throughout the model domain. With equal saturation
throughout, results using the saturation-only function showwater content as following poros-
ity, with most of the water concentrated in the highly porous nodes and reductions elsewhere
in the domain. The porosity-dependent retention function, by contrast, causes nodes within
the strong dissolution zone to be relatively dry, while water content is higher toward the cold
end of the cylinder.

Temperature results for the two simulations show a marked difference in the distribution
and gradients of temperatures. Total dissolution of a portion of the model domain in the sim-
ulation using the saturation-only retention function slows heat transfer through those nodes
because the thermal conductivity function (Eq. 19) is truncated to a low value (~0.5W/mK).
Heat transfer in this case is dominated by movement of air and vapor and by conduction
through the brine in the pore space. As a result, heat transfer is very slow through the dis-
solution band and a steep thermal gradient is induced. By contrast, the simulation using the
porosity-dependent retention function does not allow for total dissolution at any nodes. Ther-
mal conductivity of the remaining solid fraction remains relatively high, so that the thermal
gradient is shallower and temperatures at any given point in the domain are lower that at the
same point in the fixed retention function simulation.
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5.2 Square Box

The second example scenario uses a 10 m×10 m, 2-D square domain with 0.1 m spacing
(Fig. 6). As previously described, we apply the salt function built within FEHM with porous
media characteristics similar to the previous run. Boundary and initial conditions are designed
to induce strong changes in porosity. The bottom 8m is fully saturated at hydrostatic pressure,
while the top 2 m is fully dry at time t �0. Initial temperature in the entire domain is 20 °C.
The edges of the domain are no-flow boundaries with respect to mass. The top and right
boundaries are held constant at 20 °C. A constant temperature of 120 °C is input 3 m above
the origin, and gravity is enabled in this numerical experiment. The geometry of the simulation
causes convective circulation. Liquid recharge at the heat source is driven by capillary pull
of water from as the water near the heat source boils and increases capillary pressure near the
heater. Gravitational settling of water from higher in the domain also contributes to recharge
near the heater. Strong porosity changes are induced by circulating flow of vapor and liquid.
The setup of this simulation allows examination of the behavior of highly porous nodes above
the saturated water surface. 400 days of model time are simulated for each scenario.

Results for porosity, saturation, and volumetric water content are shown in Fig. 7. For
both retention functions, a low-porosity rind forms near the heat source. A dissolution front
forms farther from the heat source (typically about 6 m) where condensation and increased
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Fig. 6 Model domain for 2D setup. The box is closed with respect to mass flow. The top and right-hand
boundaries are held constant at 25 °C. A constant 120 °C temperature is input above the lower left corner,
allowing for capillary draw of any water that accumulates below the heat source

Fig. 7 (left to right) Porosity, saturation, volumetric water content (VWC), and Temperature (°C) contours for
the saturation-only retention function (top row) and new porosity-dependent retention function (bottom row).
Porosity changes are restricted in the new function because capillary pull toward the heat source is prevented
by the increasing porosity region which limits capillary pressure and residual saturation. Saturation is much
more heterogeneous and water is drawn into lower-porosity regions surrounding the dissolution band. As a
result, water content of the porous portions of the domain is greatly reduced in the new function, compared
to very high water content (and retained water) in the wide dissolution band of the saturation-only retention
function

solubility of salt combine for the greatest porosity change. However, using the new retention
function, the dissolution front is slightly closer to the heat source and considerably narrower.
Dissolution is weaker inside the dissolution band, with total dissolution only in a 1–2 node
wide band that extends from about 3 to 8 m high in the box.
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Beyond the dissolution front is a secondary band of reduced porosity, which is wide
and strongly reduced when using the saturation-only retention function. This same reduced
porosity band is thin and of lower intensity when using the porosity-dependent retention
function. The temperature gradient at this point is very sharp for both retention functions;
consequently, nearly all of the water vapor condenses in the high-porosity region where water
vapor pressure changes most rapidly. Little water vapor condenses beyond the dissolution
front, so most of the water entering these nodes is drawn from the porous region in the
form of liquid water that is already saturated with salt. Cooling causes the water to become
oversaturated and salt to precipitate, closing pore space.

When the saturation-only retention function is applied, the dominance of capillary effects
with the limited available volume of water causes saturation to be distributed nearly evenly
through all nodes. A slight decrease is observed at the heat source due to repeated boiling
of water, as well as a hydrostatic effect with more water at the bottom of the domain. High-
porosity nodes in stacked vertical arrays remain partly saturated, highlighting the problem
with water being retained in void space, the issue that originally motivated the new porosity-
dependent retention function. By comparison, the new retention function has considerable
heterogeneity in saturation. A band of near-zero saturation forms where high-porosity nodes
drain into underlying nodes.Water is no longer retained in void space in these areas. Saturation
is also low in the high-porosity nodes near the base of themodel because of capillary drainage
into the surrounding nodes. Meanwhile, low-porosity nodes in the cooling region and near
the heat source have higher saturation than the corresponding parts of the saturation-only
retention function simulation due to the much stronger capillary pressure in these nodes
using the porosity-dependent form of the retention function.

Aswith the three-phase heat pipe numerical experiments described in Sect. 5.1, volumetric
water content shows a nearly complete inversion in the high-porosity nodes when using the
new retention function. The even distribution of saturation in the saturation-only retention
function causes the highly porous areas to be water-rich, with up to 80% of the represented
volume filled with water. Conversely, the new retention function preferentially drains high-
porosity nodes either into surrounding nodes through capillary flow or downward by gravity.
Consequently, the porous nodes in the simulation using the porosity-dependent retention
function have very low water contents while the high-porosity nodes in the simulation using
the fix, saturation-only retention function have relatively high water content.

6 Discussion

The two thought experiments presented above demonstrate a fundamental change in the
behavior of simulated three-phase heat pipes when a porosity-dependent retention function is
included.When a single, saturation-only retention function is specified, pressure equilibrium
is achieved by evenly distributing saturation throughout the domain; when capillary pressure
is a major component of the pressure term in the system, the even distribution of saturation
follows naturally from having a single retention function. As a result, water content scales
with porosity, so that highly porous nodes contain large volumes of water. By contrast, the
porosity-dependent retention function must vary saturation between nodes to equilibrate
pressure; highly porous nodes must be dryer to have the same capillary pressure as low-
porosity nodes. In fact, as porosity approaches one, capillary pressure goes to zero, resulting
in no capillary pull of water toward open space. Based on our thought experiments, we plan
to pursue real-world experiments to validate these concepts.
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The contrast in capillary behavior affects all types of results. Since the considered system
is driven by reactions between the salt medium andwater, variability in water content causes a
feedback in the driving chemical reactions. In simulations using the new porosity-dependent
retention function, this difference manifests as a limitation on the magnitude of porosity
changes, where drying of nodes with increased porosity limits further dissolution, while the
saturation-only retention function forces ever-stronger changes. Water content is inverted
between simulations using the two retention functions. Differences in dissolution can force
changes in heat transfer due to variation in thermal conductivity and convective moisture
flow. The brine migration-driven aspects of the chemical reactions are also different between
the two functions, because high-porosity regions limit capillarity-driven recharge of water to
the heat source; especially in the salt cylinder model. This effect is important because of the
lack of gravity flow to counter reduced capillary pressure.

The porosity-dependent retention function tends to induce an increase in the saturation of
the lowest-porosity nodes when compared to the saturation-only retention function. In our
salt cylinder thought experiment, the saturation of the lowest-porosity node nearly tripled
when porosity effects on capillary pressure were taken into account. It may be further noted
that presenting volumetric water content in the absence of saturationmay lead to confusion as
to the presence of water within low-porosity nodes because the porosity term dominates the
saturation term, for example, a near-zero volumetric water content node can have high satu-
ration. For applications in which the saturation in pore space matters, such as calculations of
relative permeability, this may lead to erroneous interpretation of model results. Furthermore,
direct examination of saturation results may aid in interpreting model behavior as compared
to experimental results. In any case, for simulations of porous flow with changing porosity,
presenting saturation data separately from volumetric water content and porosity may be
useful for understanding the system behavior.

7 Conclusion

Wedeveloped a new retention function that dynamically alters the capillary pressure curve for
porous media that experience porosity changes. Amaximum pressure and residual saturation
are calculated at each timestep based on the updated node porosity. Capillary pressure is
then calculated as a function of saturation based on a new capillary pressure curve ranging
between residual saturation and a maximum saturation, 0 MPa pressure endpoint. The new
function results in lower capillary pressures for high-porosity nodes at equal saturation as
compared to low-porosity nodes, simulating stronger retention in tighter pore spaces and
more complete drainage of open pores.

Two thought experiments presented in this paper illustrate how accounting for porosity-
dependent retention alters simulation results and the fundamental behavior of the system.
Fixed, saturation-only retention functions tend to equilibrate saturation evenly throughout
the domain, resulting in unphysical liquid water retained in void space. Water therefore
tends to accumulate in high-porosity regions of the model domain. The presence of abundant
water in highly porous nodes can further strengthen dissolution/precipitation reactions in
heat pipe settings due to heating and continued flow of brine toward the heat source. The
porosity-dependent retention function tends to instead draw water out of higher porosity
regions into adjacent low-porosity regions where capillary pressures are stronger for equal
saturation.As local porosity increases, waterwill drain from these nodes. If sufficient porosity
is attained, further flow is prevented and the heat pipe slows or stops. These two modes cause
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fundamental differences in simulation outputs, especially in a system such as the numerical
thought experiments in salt where chemical reactions driven in part by moisture content lead
to strong three-phase heat pipes.

Based on our numerical thought experiments, large model errors may be produced if
fixed, saturation-only retention functions are applied to simulations of porous media with
changingporosity.Weobserved large differences in results for porosity, saturation, volumetric
water content, temperature, and even the location at which porosity changes occur when
we compared simulations using the fixed, saturation-only retention function to those using
the porosity-dependent retention function. These errors may be particularly problematic in
scenarios where capillary effects are an important driver of the porosity changes. A porosity-
dependent retention function, such as the one developed here, can improve simulation results
in such cases.
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